Turnkey Enterprise Accounting & Distribution
Tailored To Your Business
Don't trust your business to rigid off-the-shelf accounting software that doesn't fully meet your needs. Jedron has been
designed from the ground up to be flexible enough to satisfy the financial, accounting, manufacturing, and distribution
challenges specific to your business.

Turnkey Convenience / Tailored Flexibility

Weldpak

Much more than just a piece of software you install and
maintain on your own, Jedron is a complete turnkey system
that includes everything you require to successfully
manage your company.

Weldpak, our flagship module, has been specifically
designed to meet the unique needs of industrial gas and
welding supply distributors with cylinder tracking,
rental/demurrage billing, and lease management for both
individual cylinders and cylinder groups in any combination.
Define cylinders and gas groups in any manner you wish,
such as by high and low pressure, industrial gases, or
specialty gases.
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A-List Hardware
Fully Integrated Modular Software
Engineered Customizations
Implementation Assistance
Data Conversion / Data Entry
On-Site Training
Ongoing Support

As a fully integrated modular system, Jedron allows you to
purchase only the pieces you need, confident these
components will work together seamlessly. And as your
business grows and your requirements change, Jedron will
adapt with you through the simple integration of additional
modules.
Built-in communication capabilities including Electronic
Data Interchange (EDI) save time by allowing you to
exchange data with customers and suppliers automatically.
For example, purchase orders can be transmitted to EDIenabled vendors regardless of which systems those
vendors use.
Jedron integrates PDF output into every module. Any and
all reports can be saved as PDF files for onscreen viewing
or exchange, thereby reducing unnecessary printing costs
and making Jedron a “Green” solution.

Jedron's Standard Modules
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Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable
General Ledger
Inventory Management System
Manufacturing System
Order Entry
Payroll
Point-of-Sale Invoicing
Purchase Order System
Sales Analysis

Weldpak is fully integrated with the other Jedron modules,
meaning you only need to enter data once. Invoice a
customer for a cylinder lease in the Weldpak module, and
the Accounts Receivable module immediately reflects that
transaction.

“Jedron has helped our business
tremendously and LTL has
customized it just to suit our
needs. We couldn’t do it without
them.” – J. Viergutz, Western
Canada Welding Product, Alberta

Outstanding Support
Where And When You Need It
LTL Technology's reputation is built on unparalleled
customer support that begins the moment you contact us.
First, our analysts carefully listen to your requirements and
tailor a system to match your unique specifications.
Then, our comprehensive JEDRON 1-2-3 Installation
Program ensures a smooth transition from your legacy
software to full productivity with Jedron, including training,
data migration, personalization, report customization, and
more.
Afterward, we're always available when you need us.
Ongoing support is provided via our Hotline, staffed by
trained, experienced professionals dedicated to ensuring
you get the most from your Jedron application. Through
our secure remote dial-in capability built into the Jedron
system, our support engineers can diagnose, update, and
repair your system with minimal interruption to your
business.

☞

Built-In Peace Of Mind
The Jedron system is built upon a solid Unix foundation,
inherently more secure than other commercial operating
systems, more resistant to intrusion, viruses, and other
malware.
The application itself has been designed to offer finegrained security:

“I’ve worked with Jedron for twenty-five
years. It allows us to run our business
with a minimum administrative
component. LTL is very responsive,
understanding, and intuitive.” – A. Snow,
Bedford Furniture Ind. Inc., Ontario

✔ Control access to information
by module, by user, and by
field.
✔ Define specific fields as readonly, allowing designated users
to view information but not alter
it.
✔ Log all transactions and
generate an audit trail for later
review.
✔ Adjust to staff and responsibility
changes through simple-to-use
administration tools.
✔ Backup data through a reliable
backup system or integration
with your existing backup
processes.

LTL Technologies:
Dedicated To Your Success
For more than 25 years, LTL
Technologies has partnered with
industry-leading hardware and
Jedron's intuitive character-based interface makes for rapid data entry
software vendors to deliver a
and easy application control.
unified, best-in-class business
intelligence application. Our
hundreds of satisfied customers spanning a diverse range
of industries testify to our success.
Contact LTL Technologies today to find out why Jedron is
the solution of choice for your accounting and distribution
system needs.

“Jedron allows us the flexibility to gather
information. They understand our type of
business and adapt to it. Their customer
service is just fantastic.” – D. Fulford,
Tiremaster Limited, Ontario
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